Chicago District Golf Association
Scouting Report 5-18-14
The taste of summer we experienced last week was a tease. I for one am feeling frustration with an inability to begin
research trials on small square footage which must mean that many turfgrass managers are really banging their heads
off a wall right now when thinking about dealing with acres of grass. Seed heads came out in a tour de force in some
sites as well and it will be another thought that people will have to deal with going forward. The fact that snow fell and
stuck on the north side of the city was a shock for many on Friday but the hope is that looking at the weather, recovery
is on the way.
The other issue that has arisen is whether or not the viability of the seed bank has been affected. Interestingly bentgrass
seeds have germinated though not done much since then, but between the slit lines or aeration holes where there is
dead poa – there has not been any emergence of material from the seed bank. It may be difficult timing wise but it does
seem somewhat odd, to follow up on it there is not a lot of information out there to indicate whether or not soil
temperatures may impact its viability but the lack of activity seems to be less than helpful.
The unfortunate situation now is that many of us are arriving towards the inevitable increase in golf and no where near
ideal playing conditions. All we can do is continue to make sure everything else is excellent and wait on the
temperatures to return.
Climate:
This week did get off to a great start and then the bottom fell out. It seems like a long time since the 8 of May when we
hit the 90°F mark and there was a sense of hope with growth and recovery. Soil temperatures have also fallen by 10 °F
over the last four days (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. High and Low air temperatures and 2” soil temperatures at Sunshine Course, Lemont, IL April into May 2014 (A
Southwest Chicago suburb)

The cold temperatures have also brought some extremely heavy rain fall and currently we have over double the amount
of monthly rain fall for the month of May already accumulated (Figure 2). Flooded courses were reported as well as land
slips where saturated soil became so heavy it took the bank with it (Picture 1)
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Figure 2. Precipitation for May 2014, Sunshine Course Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago suburb)

Picture 1. Landslip on a Chicago area golf course this week
The other disappointing issue which has coincided with the rainfall of course is the lack of sunlight which from my
perspective is really hurting bentgrass from trying to recover and establish in the dead areas. This lack of light coinciding
with March temperatures has meant that bentgrass has not spread into the dead areas but has germinated and sat
there in a zombie format (Picture 2) – and no amount of praying, swearing, begging can get it to move. Light levels were
up late last week and along with temperatures, managers were feeling optimistic about recovery but the precipitous fall
since then has thrown the anchor out once again (Figure 3).
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Picture 2. Zombie like bentgrass emerging but not establishing on Chicago courses this week.
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Figure 3. Measured daily light integrals and possible ideal light integrals at Sunshine Course Lemont, IL (A Southwest
Chicago suburb).
Further down state temperatures took a nose dive this week also. Soil temperatures (Illinois climate survey) in Peoria
also took a nosedive even at the 4” depth. The 2” soil temperatures most likely dropped even further below the 60 °F
mark (Figure 4).
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Figure 4. High and Low air temperatures and 4” soil temperatures at Peoria CC and in Peoria, Peoria County, IL, May
2014
There has been plenty of available soil moisture naturally occurring further down state this week also. This would have
helped actively growing seed as long as it didn’t wash it all away. The more moisture than can be replenished deep
down, the better off we will be in the long run. Winds and temperatures were keeping water loss at quite aggressive
levels until 5/12/14 when cloudy rainy conditions arrived and drove the number right down (Figure 5).
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Figure 5. Precipitation and evapotranspiration at Peoria CC, Peoria, Peoria County IL for May 2014.
Finally – seeing as the weather report has been somewhat depressing – NOAA did release their three month outlook –
might not be a bad summer (Figure 6) – hopefully!!! All those people wanting to leave Illinois might change their
thoughts if that pans out!

Figure 6. NOAA seasonal outlook for temperatures Jun/Jul/Aug 2014.
http://www.cpc.ncep.noaa.gov/products/predictions/long_range/seasonal.php?lead=1
Disease:
Some leaf spot was active this week as the wet conditions took hold and turfgrasses became uncomfortable. An early
preventative application of a carboximide will help to get you out of the situation. Some mild impact from Waitea was
spotted by us this week – but the issue seemed to be very minor. The conditions that followed my not have been
conducive to any issues forming.

Weeds:
Dandelion and clover were most definitely on show this week (Picture 3). We are just getting out of using ester based
herbicides if you are south of the city, while the rest of the state is now best directed to use amine formulations. Seed
heads as noted were also spotted this week – the flush seems to have been intense – I have never seen seed head
create a canopy look like frost (Picture 4).
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Picture 3. Dandelions are active on a golf course this week in Chicago.
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Picture 4. A putting green surface on a golf club in Chicago this week
Insects:
Japanese beetle timing is still a long way off, although the long term benefits of insecticides have been availed of as
product application has occurred already for many.

Management strategy:
As we have started to run through some of the data from the survey, some possible ideas have arisen in regards to the
preparation for winter. It seems that urea applications may have had an impact on the amount of damage suffered –
unfortunately answers did not indicate the proportion of slow release / coated urea that was used. The only sentiment
that could be taken from it is that with the addition of top growth due to rapid nitrogen availability, greater air space
was available for water to enter internally and form ice crystals2 – again this is NOT CLEAR – so if you did fill out the
survey please take a quick look again to indicate the type of urea used. Secondly – a pattern has emerged whereby
courses that raised mowing heights by an even greater percentage suffered less total damage – presumably a healthier
plant with greater ability to accumulate carbohydrate2 may offer further protection. Finally as a recovery aid, chewings
fescue is a good option to create a warm nursery crop with green cover while the bentgrass decides whether or not it
will cooperate. The benefit to the fescue is quick cover and once real heat arrives it will disappear and not return. All the
help we can get right now is gratefully accepted.
Rons Research Update:
Slowly but surely it seems the weather is starting to make a change for the better, knock on wood. This past week, a few
spring diseases reared their ugly heads with the quick burst of humidity and heat. Understanding this, we have begun to
start our preventative fungicide trials hoping the temperatures will continue to rise. One of our more interesting trials
we are doing this year is a study working with Virginia Tech. We are testing poa control using iron at different rates and
in combination with paclobutrazol and seaweed. The theory behind the trial is that the iron applications will lower the
pH balance of the soil which will favor the bentgrass and the poa should be pushed out. However, by putting iron down
every 14 days questions are asked about the soil health. Responding to these questions, soil testing will be done for the
duration of this trial. Taking samples from both 1 inch and 4 inch depths will enable us to track the iron and understand
at which rates the iron may become detrimental to the soil. I am looking forward to this trial which will be one of our
biggest trials and will require a great deal of attention throughout the year. Other trials of note are a moss trial with
SePro, a few with Bayer and a PoaCure trial involving fertilizers and growth regulators (Picture 5). Look for future
updates.

E Nangle 5/16/14
Picture 5. Poa Cure and fertilizer trials currently ongoing at Cog Hill, Lemont, IL (A Southwest Chicago Suburb)

FINALLY!!!
Many people overthought last week’s picture and missed out on the simple hydraulic leak kill. The man who was last
years champ didn’t miss it however and made his move to return to the top of the table – a buckeye sits on top again…..
This week has a similar look but a very different cause – think winter….. and it is a tough one.
The table has changed
K Sams
D Groelle
B Zeigler
K Peterson
K Strother
A Palos
A Morris
T Bain
J VerCautren
B Bossert
A Unrau
F Sutter

4
3
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1
1
1

Dr. Lee Miller’s most recent report is linked below, dated 05/08/14

http://turfpath.missouri.edu/reports/update05_08_14.cfm

As always if you have a question or query please do not hesitate to ask, and you can call or email.
Ed Nangle PhD
Director of Turfgrass Programs
Chicago District Golf Association
11855 Archer Ave
Lemont, IL 60439
P 630.685.2307
C 630.423.1925
Twitter @turfresearch / @cdgaresearchmgr
www.cdgaturf.org
enangle@cdga.org
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